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One of our strengths is to design and manufacture customized, special constructions of the 
highest quality standards.
Individual light tunnels, fully equipped workstations as well as individual working tables, mobile 
light walls and control cabinets are the most demanded categories.
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CUSTOMIZED SOLUT IONS



Most of the Visomax working tables are individually designed and manufactured based on the 
unique specifications of our clients. The design is mainly determined by the individual parts and 
production assignments of our customers. 
The styling is always driven by ergonomics and the useful integration of the required tools and 
consumables that are needed to do the job on site.
Based on our technical expertise and long term experience we´ll be your consulting partner 
during your project.
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CUSTOMIZED WORKTABLES



As soon as a “standard solution” doesn´t apply for you, either our mobile light wall “Compact”, 
the light wall “Compact 45°” or the “Light Wall 45°” are the ones to go for.
Our light walls can be individually adapted to our client´s situation and constructed accordingly. 
The light walls may vary in their construction, dimensions, control or in the type of lamps being 
used.
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CUSTOMIZED L IGHT WALLS 



A stationary light tunnel is what we offer to all of our clients who need more than just mobile 
versions.
The customized design and construction also applies for some of the stationary light tunnels 
that we offer. It´s all based on the individual requirements of our customers.
Our client base includes automotive OEM plants, the aerospace industry, body and paint shops 
as well as high-quality after-market detailers.
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CUSTOMIZED L IGHT TUNNELS 



In addition to our standard control cabinets, we also offer customized control cabinets that will be 
specially designed to our customer’s needs.
They can vary in design (with display / without display), size and functions depending on the appli-
cation.
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CUSTOMIZED CONTROL CABINETS



We guarantee a perfect finish and for this we offer customized frames and designs with the aim to 
illuminate painted surfaces as perfect as possible.
The variable and flexible angle adjustment from zero to 90 degrees enables our clients to really 
highlight all potential imperfections in the painted surface … and to finally correct them.
Every customized frame is equipped with wheels to make it as mobile as possible.
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CUSTOMIZED FRAMES



Visomax Coating GmbH

Dachdeckerstr. 2 - 4
D - 97297 Waldbüttelbrunn 
Phone: +49 931 4528140
Fax: +49 931 45281429

info@visomax.de

www.visomax.de/en
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